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Scope and Content
The materials in FOIA 2009-1275-F are a selective, not necessarily all inclusive, body of documents responsive to the topic of the FOIA. Researchers should consult the archivist about related materials.

Records in FOIA 2009-1275-F come from selected Donald P. Gregg Files pertaining to certain Bush Vice
Presidential trips, primarily to Europe and including the trips to attend the funerals of Soviet leaders Yuri Andropov and Konstantine Chernenko. These records consist of memoranda, correspondence, schedules, cables, speeches, biographies, and newspaper clippings concerning travel schedules and arrangements; meetings with U.S. ambassadors, foreign officials, and foreign political leaders; routine correspondence between George Bush and President Reagan and foreign leaders; and speeches and messages Bush gave during these foreign trips.

**System of Arrangement**

Records that are responsive to this FOIA request were found in one collection areas—Bush Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files. As policy, WHORM Subject Files are processed at the document level. Staff and Office Files are processed at the folder level, that is, individual documents are not selected and removed from a folder for processing. While this method maintains folder integrity, it frequently results in the incidental processing of documents that are not wholly responsive to the subject area.

The following is a list folders processed in response to FOIA 2009-1275-F.

**Bush Vice Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files**

Office of National Security Affairs

Donald P. Gregg Files – Country Files
- United Kingdom – 1981 [OA/ID 19768]
- United Kingdom – 1982 [OA/ID 19771]
- United Kingdom – 1983 [OA/ID 19776]
- United Kingdom – 1984 [OA/ID 19780]
- United Kingdom – 1985 [OA/ID 19799]
- United Kingdom – 1986 [OA/ID 19816]
- United Kingdom – 1987 [OA/ID 19836]
- United Kingdom – 1988 [OA/ID 19874]

Donald P. Gregg Files – Foreign Travel Files
- The Vice President's Trip to Europe (January 30-February 10, 1983) Book Three: Italy, France, and the United Kingdom [1] [OA/ID 19792]
- The Vice President's Trip to Europe (January 30-February 10, 1983) Book Three: Italy, France, and the United Kingdom [2] [OA/ID 19792]
- Vice President's Trip to Europe, January 30-February 10, 1983: Briefing Book [1] [OA/ID 19792]
- Vice President's Trip to Europe, January 30-February 10, 1983: Briefing Book [2] [OA/ID 19792]
- Vice President's Trip to Europe, January 30-February 10, 1983: Briefing Book [3] [OA/ID 19792]
- Vice President's Trip to Europe, January 30-February 10, 1983: Briefing Book [4] [OA/ID 19792]
- Vice President's Trip to Europe, January 30-February 10, 1983: Briefing Book [5] [OA/ID 19792]
- Vice President's Trip to Europe and the USSR (Andropov Funeral) February 10-15, 1984: Briefing Book [1] [OA/ID 19807]
- Vice President's Trip to Europe and the USSR (Andropov Funeral) February 10-15, 1984: Briefing Book [2] [OA/ID 19807]
- Vice President's Trip to Europe and the USSR (Andropov Funeral) February 10-15, 1984: Briefing Book for the Funeral of Yuri Andropov, February 13-14, 1984 [1] [OA/ID 19807]
- Vice President's Trip to Europe and the USSR (Andropov Funeral) February 10-15, 1984:

Visit of the Vice President to Europe (Rome, [Italy]; Bonn, [Germany]; Hague, [The Netherlands]; Brussels, [Belgium]; Geneva, [Switzerland]; Paris, [France]; and London, [United Kingdom]) June 23-July 3, 1985: Briefing Material Vol. II [1] [OA/ID 30004]

Visit of the Vice President to Europe (Rome, [Italy]; Bonn, [Germany]; Hague, [The Netherlands]; Brussels, [Belgium]; Geneva, [Switzerland]; Paris, [France]; and London, [United Kingdom]) June 23-July 3, 1985: Briefing Material Vol. II [2] [OA/ID 30004]

Visit of the Vice President to Europe (Rome, [Italy]; Bonn, [Germany]; Hague, [The Netherlands]; Brussels, [Belgium]; Geneva, [Switzerland]; Paris, [France]; and London, [United Kingdom]) June 23-July 3, 1985: Briefing Material Vol. II [3] [OA/ID 30004]

Donald P. Gregg Files – Meetings with Americans Files

Donald P. Gregg Files – Meetings with Foreigners Files


Meetings with Foreigners – April 1987: Meeting with UK [United Kingdom] Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey Howe, Thursday, April 9, 1987 [OA/ID 19818]


Donald P. Gregg Files – Meetings with Foreigners Files / Meetings with Americans Files
Meetings with Foreigners – December 1983: UK Ambassador Sir Oliver Wright, December 6, 1983 [OA/ID 197773]
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